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QUESTION
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METHOD

Eleven shallow reef-sites (<5m) were selected in Puerto Morelos Marine Park, Mexican Caribbean. Sites 
represented a gradient of  habitat quality as they varied from architecturally complex-healthy reefs (high A. 
palmata abundance and low macroalgal abundance) to low complexity-unhealthy reefs (low A. palmata 
abundance and high macroalgal abundance).

Are coral, macroalgae, CCA cover or reef complexity good predictors of coral 
juvenile abundance at reef scale

RESULTS
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Healthy reef  ecosystem:

Ÿ High coral abundance

Ÿ Low macroalgae abundance
3Ÿ Reef complexity (reef-building corals )

Ÿ Coral recruitment
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CONCLUSION
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At each reef-site 25-45 quadrats were placed along 10m transects. 
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Do healthy reefs provide suitable attributes for coral recruitment ?

Coral juvenile abundance is not related to healthy coral reefs. 
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Reefscape attributes related to healthy reefs were poor indicators of coral juvenile abundance. 

Further studies are required to understand the ecological drivers favoring coral recruitment and how these drivers

can be managed in future coral reef conservation strategies aiming to restore Caribbean coral reefs.
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Reef complexity was measured 
with a chain
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Coral recruitment is dominated 
by ‘weedy’ corals: 

90% of 271 juveniles found.  
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Statistical Analysis

Relationships between reef attributes 
and coral juvenile abundance were 

analyzed using linear models.
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Within quadrats 
coral juveniles 
were identified 

   Unhealthy reef  ecosystem:
3

Ÿ Loss of reef complexity

Ÿ Decrease in biodiversity

Ÿ Decrease in ecosystem function

CORAL RECRUITMENT

 leads to reef recovery 

4 CPCe was used to 
analyze photoquadrats 

and estimate coral, 
macroalgae and CCA 

cover
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